EMERGENCY CARTS
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LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION
PROOF-OF-ENTRY SEAL
INTERNALLY MOUNTED DEFIBRILLATOR SWING-ARM AND I.V. POLE
CARDIAC BOARD AND BRACKET

The EMC1 Emergency Cart has been designed for quick and easy maneuverability, from its lightweight aluminum frame to the casters that roll comfortably over carpeted as well as non-carpeted floors. Perimeter bumpers protect the cart from damage. The molded ABS plastic top ensures long-lasting wear and is easy to clean,
while the raised lip and sides contain spills and serve as cart handles. The EMC1
provides maximum storage capacity via two 3-inch drawers, one 6-inch drawer and
two 9-inch drawers. Full-extension drawer slides ensure that all the contents of each
drawer are visible and accessible. Drawer contents can be organized to fit your
needs with aluminum and plastic dividers. Dividers for 6” or 9” drawers can be
arranged to create up to nine compartments per drawer.
EMERGENCY FEATURES:
Standard defibrillator swing -arm can be rotated a full 360 0 to expose the Emergency
Cart’s work surface for other instruments. Because the arm is internally mounted,
cart stability is maintained even when a defibrillator is in use.
The I.V. pole is secured internally for strength and stability. The pole’s height is
adjustable for maximum flexibility.
EMC1- I.V. Pole, Oxygen tank bracket, Defibrillator swing arm, Four 5”
Casters (one with brake and one with locking swivel).
Drawers:
2 - 3”deep with one divider set,
1 - 6” and 2 - 9” deep with 1 set of dividers.
Overall cart size: 271/2”W.x22”D.x42 1/2”H.
Approx. shipping wt. 210 lbs.

The oxygen tank bracket is mounted within the recessed side to eliminate interference
with connections and to protect the tank from damage as the cart is moved about.
Cardiac board slides easily out of brackets on the back of the cart for fast removal.
The proof-of-entry flap accommodates a variety of breakaway security seals, thus
allowing quick access to cart contents.
A braking caster ensures that the Emergency Cart won’t shift during procedures.

Finish: Agean Blue

Shown for EMC1 - 3” deep drawer with 2 vertical aluminum and 5 adjustable plastic
dividers. Vertical plastic dividers are used for
the UC1

3” deep drawer accepts
standard exchange trays.

UTILITY CARTS

Shown for EMC1 - 2 vertical and 2 horizontal aluminum
dividers for 6” and 9” deep drawers. Create up to 9 compartments per drawer. Plastic dividers are used for the UC1

SMALL FOOTPRINT WITH MAXIMUM STORAGE CAPACITY
SERVES M ULTIPLE USES
FULL-ACCESS DRAWERS
DURABLE STE EL BODY

The UC1 is a versatile Utility Cart that can serve in several capacities, such as supplies cabinet, treatment cart, bedside cart, or procedures support. The cart’s compact design allows it to be placed in
tight spots, yet its large drawers provide ample storage capacity. Cart contents are secured with a
barrel lock.

UC1- Four 4” Casters (two locking).

The UC1 provides maximum storage capacity via one 3-inch drawer, two 6-inch drawers and one
9-inch drawer. Full-extension drawer slides ensure that all the contents of each drawer are visible
and accessible. Drawer contents can be organized to fit your needs with plastic divider sets.

Drawers:
1 - 3”deep with a divider set,
2 - 6” and 1 - 9” deep with with 1 set of
dividers.
Overall cart size: 25 1/2”W.x181/2”D.x34”H

A protective bumper around the base ensures the UC1 won’t damage other equipment, while its
steel frame promises years of durable use. The molded ABS plastic top provides long lasting wear.
A raised lip ensures that spills are contained on the top for quick clean up. The 4” casters include
two directional locks for enhanced maneuverability.

Approx. shipping wt. 140 lbs.

Finish: Sandstone Beige
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